



































































































































space of marked surfaces
U Cao xD e E detthoaf o

Go xD gives rise to a lattice A uncotuaiqueEg

and a surface T

y
i this

Goin CdoXi
Two marked surfaces are confounally
equivalent as workedsurfaced iff

ko it Gao oh with ceca

Recall the construction of Ead scores

Weget coordinate chartsbysending
Go a too org to Q

In our case we look at

4 U H c Q






































































































































Tet SLG K u CaddyEdt det I

leftThere is a natural action of SLG 2 on 14

givenby zu EEE Metetaut to acts

trivially Iet Psu a SLED
g

The space of unmarked tori corresponds
to Hypsuz a actually a rightactiongiven

by a similarformula but
not the same formula

Whatdoes this quotientspace look
like

bffa
Find a fundamental domain F4H

Tin is a subsetof IH whichintegrate a typical
orbit in 1 point

Typically we can identify Hypsia a with

F In where we glueboundary edges
together






































































































































We can identify the orbit of a lattice 1

with the set of buses of h

Finding a fundamental
domain corresponds to the problem

of given a lattice A selecting a

particular basis up to complexacaling

Given a lattice A give a recipefor finding
a canonical oriented basis to it The ut F
will thencorrespond to the ration for
all canonicalorientedbases

Iet to be the shortest non zero elementofN
and let a be the shortestelementof A cubicle
is not of the form uxo so that Go 7 is

oriented replace
Plott Observe IH I I x by Ic if

nesaesoury
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Byscaling we can assume to E and Xix

WI If Xel then so is Atl or dt2

Whichof these is shortest Wurst have

Rely t
Hexagonal Def Teichunitlesl lattice

spare moduli

Tsin thetas
If boththesespaces are

arighinga
curvature
outbeIn this geometric language moduli
space

we can identify a torus with

a conformed structure with a

point






































































































































Recall that given a lattice eve defined
a Weierstrassfunction P which satisfied
I pizz t gaPAHga

gu and op are functions on the space
of lattices What are they

gie602W4 5514020
6

WEA903 well903

plz EE X Et µ
24

Differentiatebothsidestetree

fun y into

Let Ed jd for d even There

are examplew modular forms and

modular forms playanimportant
rule in number theory and many
other areas of mathematics






































































































































Therigidity phenomenon that we
bure seen for Gas and 14h works
here to show estuhrstrpolynomial relations
between the Ed and show that every modular

function can be written in terms of
the Ed This is an important
tool in number theory It leads to

amazing explicit formulas for
counting things






































































































































Tostudy Riemannsurfaces ofhigher
germs it is also convenient to look

at the spineof marked surfaces where
we can think of a warbling as a choiceof
a basis for It

The collectionof marked surfaces
of gems g is a topologicalapiece
which is called the Teichunitler space
Our discussion so far has constructed
the Teichmaitles spareof surfacesofgourmet
which can be identified with IH

For higher genera the Teich space is

again a manifold but of higherdimension
In fact it is a complex manifold with
a holomorphic atlas






































































































































Thisspace has a natural metric on it

We can interpret this metric as a measure

of the minimal confounddistortionof
wraps between surfaces

In analogy with thegourmet case
we can build a moduli space of surfaces

of genusg by taking the quotient
of the Teichuintler apace by a discrete

group action where this action preserves
the complex structure and the nature
feinhriiller space is connected to interesting
developments in topology In particular the

classificationof s munifilds Very
popular at Warwick


